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In this paper we present an investigation of what meaning first-year university physics students make of force
andmotionwhen discussing elevation, velocity and acceleration during trampoline bouncing. Amathematical
analysis of trampoline bouncing is provided in [1,2]. We aim to develop a better understanding of how students
can overcome difficulties in understanding those central concepts of classical mechanics.

As a starting point, we used an assignment based on Rosannagh MacLennan’s gold medal trampoline routine.
She used 19 seconds (as extracted from the video [3]) to complete the routine of 10 jumps. The score board
shows that 16 of these seconds were ‘flight time’. Several groups of students were video-recorded as they
worked to discern the different types of motion involved. They were asked to draw approximate graphs of
elevation, velocity and acceleration during two full jumps of the routine with the approximation that all jumps
are similar.

Previously [4], we found that students rarelymade use of earlier kinaesthetic experiences of trampoline bounc-
ing. To encourage that connection, another cohort of first-year university physics students were asked towork
in small groups to create short movies of themselves bouncing and also explaining the forces involved during
the motion, as well as draw graphs of elevation, velocity and acceleration during the jumps. They were also
invited to use their smartphones for data collection [5,6].

The video-recordings were analysed using a naturalistic methodology with respect to the use of various semi-
otic resources and how the students interact with each other in discussing the assignment. Also we looked
for students´ understanding and conceptions concerning disciplinary knowledge, kinaesthetic experience and
(pre-/alternative-) conceptions. In addition, we analysed how the students explain force and motion, when
asked to create a short movie of themselves bouncing.

An analysis of these discussions will be presented and implications for teaching classical mechanics will be
discussed.
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